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TO UNIT ROOT TESTS
QIYING WANG
Australian National University and
University of Wollongong
YAN-XIA LIN AND CHANDRA M. GULATI
University of Wollongong
In this paper, functional limit theorems for general fractional processes are es-
tablished under quite weak conditions+ The results are then used to derive weak
convergence of general nonstationary fractionally integrated processes and to
characterize unit root distribution in a model with error being a fractional auto-
regressive moving average process or a nonstationary fractionally integrated
process+
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider a fractionally integrated autoregressive moving average~autoregres-
sive fractionally integrated moving average! ~ARFIMA ! process$Xt % defined
by
~12 B!d1mXt 5 ut , f~B!ut 5 u~B!et , (1.1)
wherem $ 0 is an integer and [ ~2 12
_ , 12_!; B is a backshift operator andet are
independently and identically distributed~i+i+d+! random variables with zero mean
and finite variance; f~B! andu~B! are polynomial functions ofB with orderp,
and q, respectively, and both of them only have roots outside the unit circle,
i+e+, the ARMA~ p,q! processut is taken to be stationary and invertible+ The
fractional difference operator~12 B!g is defined by its Maclaurin series~by its
binomial expansion, if g is an integer!:
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~12 B!g 5 (
j50
` G~2g 1 j !
G~2g!G~ j 1 1!
B j whereG~z! 5 5 E0
`
sz21e2z ds if z . 0
` if z5 0+
(1.2)
If z , 0, G~z! is defined by the recursion formulazG~z! 5 G~z 1 1!+
Since model~1+1! was introduced by Granger and Joyeux~1980! and Hosk-
ing ~1981!, it has become very popular in applications+ It nests the usual Box–
Jenkins autoregressive integrated moving average~ARIMA ! model and has an
ability to capture both short-term dynamics and a wide variety of low-frequency
behavior at the same time+ Also, there is considerable evidence on the success
of applying ARFIMA models to describe financial data such as forward premi-
ums, interest rate differentials, and inflation rates+ Illustrations can be found in
survey and review papers of Robinson~1994! and Baillie~1996!+
Because of their applications in economics and finance, ARFIMA processes
have been studied quite extensively in recent years+ In model ~1+1!, it is well
known that the process is stationary and invertible whenm5 0 ~Hosking, 1981;
Odaki, 1993!; when m $ 1, the process is nonstationary+ In particular, when
d 5 0 andm is an integer, the process becomes a usual unit root process+ For
estimate of the parameterd 1 m and other related statistical inferences, be-
cause the literature is rather extensive, we here only refer to Hosking~1984!,
Li and Mcleod~1986!, Fox and Taqqu~1986!, Dahlhaus~1989!, Giraitis and
Surgailis~1990!, Beran~1995!, Beran, Bahnsali, and Ocker~1998!, and Tanaka
~1999!+ For more results, see the references cited in these papers and a review
book of Beran~1994!+
As to the asymptotics of the ARFIMA processes, Sowell ~1990! first derived
a result that the partial sum process of a simple fractional process~i+ +, m5 0,
f~B! [ u~B! [ 1 in model ~1+1!! converges weakly to a “type I” fractional
Brownian motion1 on D@0,1# instead of a standard Brownian motion+We men-
tion that, combined with the continuous mapping theorem, Sowell’s result is
quite useful in characterizing limit distributions of the various statistics arising
from statistical inference in economic time series such as spurious regression
and testing for unit roots+ However, Sowell ~1990! only provides a weak con-
vergence result on simple fractional processes+ This shortcoming limits the ap-
plicability of Sowell’s result to statistical inference in economic time series+
Motivated by characterizing unit root distribution in a more general model,
this paper extends the weak convergence result given by Sowell~1990! to gen-
eral fractional processes+ Instead of assuming that the innovationsut in model
~1+1! are an ARMA~ p,q! process, we allow it to be a more general linear pro-
cess+ This means that this paper provides a unified treatment for previous stud-
ies on weak convergence for summable linear processes and fractional processes+
The weak convergence results for summable linear processes can be found in
Hannan~1979!, Phillips and Solo~1992!, and Chan and Tsay~1996!+ Our re-
sults are then used to derive functional limit theorems for general nonstation-
ary fractionally integrated processes and to derive the limit distribution of the
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least square estimate~LSE! of the coefficient for a AR~1! model when the true
coefficient is 1~i+e+, the true model has a unit root! and the error process is a
general fractional process or a general nonstationary fractionally integrated pro-
cess+ These results improve essentially the related results in the literature~see
Section 3 for more details!, and they also provide a unified treatment for unit
root tests with the error process being a summable linear process, a fractional
process, or a nonstationary fractionally integrated process+ The main results of
this paper are given under quite weak moment conditions for the innovations
et + For example, weak convergence of general nonstationary fractionally inte-
grated processes and nonstationary unit root distribution are derived whenever
the innovationset have finite second moment+ Such a condition is the best pos-
sible moment condition in the literature and it is of interest from a theoretical
point of view+
This paper is organized as follows+ In the next section, we derive weak con-
vergence of general fractional processes without proofs and compare them to
related results in the literature+ Applications of these results to general nonsta-
tionary fractionally integrated processes and testing for unit roots will be pre-
sented in Section 3+ Finally in the Appendix, we give the proofs of the main
theorems in Section 2+
We end this section with some notation+ We denote limnr`an0bn 5 1 by
an ; bn; C,C1, + + + are for positive constants, which may take on different val-
ues in different places+ The expressionD@0,1# denotes the space of functions
on @0,1# in which all elements are right continuous and have left-hand limits,
endowed with the Skorohod topology~see Billingsley, 1968, p+ 111!+ Conver-
gence in distribution and weak convergence of probability measures onD@0,1#
are denoted byrd andn, respectively+ Finally, we define type I fractional
Brownian motions with2 12
_ , d , 12







@~t 2 s!d 2 ~2s!d# dW~s! 1E
0
t
~t 2 s!d dW~s!,
whereW~s! is a standard Brownian motion and
A~d! 5 S 12d 1 1 1E0
`
@~11 s!d 2 sd# 2 dsD102+




$s112d 1 t 112d 2 6s2 t 6112d%, for 0 # s, t # 1+
A more general definition of fractional Brownian motions can be found in
Mandelbrot and Van Ness~1968!, Samorodnitsky and Taqqu~1994!, and Mari-
nucci and Robinson~1999!+
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2. ASYMPTOTICS OF GENERAL ARFIMA PROCESSES
From here on, we discuss the following general ARFIMA processXt
defined by
~12 B!d1mXt 5 ut , ut 5 (
j50
`
cj et2j , t 5 1,2, + + + , (2.1)
wherem $ 0 is an integer and [ ~2 12
_ , 12_!; ~12 B!d is defined by~1+2!; ej , j 5
0,61, + + + are i+i+d+ random variables withEe0 5 0, and$cj , j $ 0% is a sequence
of real numbers to be specified later+
The two theorems in this section derive results on weak convergence of gen-
eral stationary fractional processes+ They provide a unified treatment for the
cases of fractional processes and summable linear processes+




6cj 6 , ` and bc [ (
j50
`
cj Þ 0+ (2.2)
Assume that Ee0




Xj n Wd~t !, 0 # t # 1, (2.3)
wherek2~d! 5 @bc
2Ee0
2G~1 2 2d!#0~1 1 2d!G~1 1 d!G~1 2 d! and Wd~t ! is a
type I fractional Brownian motion on D@0,1# .
If, in addition, E6e06~21d!0~112d! , `, whered . 0, then (2.3) still holds for
2 12
_ , d , 0.
For 0# d , 12
_ , Theorem 2+1 gives the result under the best possible moment
conditionEe0
2 , `+ If there is a slightly stronger restriction onck, the moment
condition in Theorem 2+1 for 2 12_ , d , 0 can be weakened toE6e0620~112d! ,
`+ Explicitly, we have the following theorem+




j 1022d 6cj 6 , ` and bc [ (
j50
`
cj Þ 0+ (2.4)




The proofs of Theorems 2+1 and 2+2 are given in the Appendix+
If ut is a process satisfyingf~B!ut 5 u~B!et , where polynomialsf~B!
and u~B! with order p and q, respectively, have only roots outside the unit
circle, Theorem 3+1+1+1 of Brockwell and Davis~1987, p+ 85! implies thatut 5
(j50
` cj et2j with 6ck6 # Ca2k, k $ 0, wherea . 1 and(k50
` ck 5 u~1!0f~1!+
Therefore, the following corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 2+2+
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COROLLARY 2+1+ Let Xj satisfy (1.1) with m5 0. If E6e06max$2,20~112d!% , `,




We next give some remarks that compare our results to those in the literature+
Remark 2+1+ If f~B! [ u~B! [ 1 in model ~1+1!, Corollary 2+1 reduces
to Theorem 2+2 of Sowell ~1990!, where the author derives~2+3! provided
E6et 6r , ` for r $ max$4,28d0~1 1 2d!% + If d 5 0, then Xt 5 (j50
` cj et2j
with (j50
` 6cj 6 , `+ In this casek2~0! 5 bc2Ee02 and W0~t ! is a standard
Brownian motion onD@0,1# + Thus, Hannan’s result~1979! becomes a special
case of Theorem 2+1+ Theorem 3+1+4 of Phillips and Solo~1992! and Theo-
rem 2+2+5 of Chan and Tsay~1996! also give similar results but impose more
restrictions oncj + For further results on weak convergence of linear pro-
cesses, refer to Wang, Lin, and Gulati~2002!+
Remark 2+2+ Davydov~1970! and the later work by Gorodetskii~1977!, Taqqu
~1975!, Avram and Taqqu~1987!, and Mielniczuk~1997! give results on the
functional limit theorem for linear process with square summable weights+ T eo-
rems 2+1 and 2+2 derive essentially weak convergence of an infinite weighted
function of a linear process, i+e+, a process such asXt 5 (k52`
` ct2kuk, where
uk 5 (j51
` cj ek2j + We note that this infinite weighted function is difficult to
rewrite as a linear process with explicit coefficients and therefore the results in
the papers cited previously can not be applied directly to our theorems+ On the
other hand, even in the special case wherec0 5 1 andck 5 0, k $ 1, Theo-
rems 2+1 and 2+2 are not a direct consequence of the papers cited earlier as
their results are held under a higher moment condition for innovationsek, in
particular, in the case that2 12_ , d , 0+
Remark 2+3+ For the results on functional limit theorems for fractional pro-
cesses defined by~2+1! with other dependent innovations instead of a linear
processut , refer to Davidson and Jong~2000! and Wang, Lin, and Gulati~2001!+
3. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we apply the main results presented in Section 2 to several well-
known examples, namely, to derive functional limit theorems for general non-
stationary fractionally integrated processes and fractional unit root distributions+
These have been studied by various authors in recent years+ As will be seen
later, the applications of Theorems 2+1 and 2+2 to the related statistics can lead
to better results under weaker conditions+
3.1. General nonstationary fractionally integrated processes
In previous research, the functional limit theorem for general nonstationary frac-
tionally integrated processes has been discussed in a very general framework by
Chan and Terrin~1995! under the assumption thatut defined in~2+1! is a class
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of stationary Gaussian processes+ The result of Chan and Terrin~1995! extends
the results of Chan and Wei~1988!, Parks and Phillips~1988, 1989!, and Sims,
Stock, and Watson~1990! from the domain of integerm’s ~i+e+, d 5 0! to frac-
tional d 1 m’s+ More recently, Liu ~1998! has derived a functional limit theo-
rem for simple nonstationary fractionally integrated processes~i+ +, the process
Xt defined by~2+1! with m $ 1 andut 5 et ! providedE6et 6r , ` for r $
max$4,28d0~11 2d!% + Theorem 3+1, which follows gives an essential improve-
ment of the results cited previously+
For convenience, we introduce the following conditions+
Condition A+ cj , j $ 0 satisfy~2+2! andE6e06 p ,`, wherep5 2, for 0 # d ,
1
2
_; p 5 ~2 1 d!0~1 1 2d! , `,d . 0, for 2 12_ , d , 0+
Condition B+ cj , j $ 0 satisfy~2+4! andE6e06max$2,20~112d!% , `+
THEOREM 3+1+ Let Xj satisfy (2.1) with m$ 1. Let Condition A or Condi-
tion B hold. Then, for0 # t # 1,
1
k~d!n21021d1m






















wherek~d!, Wd~t ! are defined as in Theorem 2.1 and
Wd,m~t ! 5 5









Wd~t1! dt1 dt2 + + +dtm21, if m$ 2+
Proof+ We first assumem 5 1+ Put
Yj 5 Xj 2 Xj21, j 5 2,3, + + + + (3.4)
By definition of the lag operator, we have that
~12 B!dYt 5 ~12 B!
d11Xt 5 ut , t 5 2,3, + + + (3.5)
and Xj 5 X1 1 (i52
j Yi for j $ 2+ Now Theorems 2+1 and 2+2 imply that, for










Yi n Wd~t !,
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and hence~3+1! holds+ By using~3+1! and the continuous mapping theorem, we
obtain that~let (i51

























The relations~3+2! and~3+3! thus hold true form 5 1+
For generalm $ 2, Theorem 3+1 follows by induction, and details are omit-
ted+ This completes the proof of Theorem 3+1+ n
We next consider another application of our main results+
3.2. Fractional unit root distribution
Let $ yt % be a stochastic process generated according to
yt 5 ayt21 1 Xt , t 5 1,2, + + + , n, (3.6)
wherey0 5 0 and$Xt % is a sequence of errors+ Denote the LSE ofa by [an+We
have that
n~ [an 2 1! 5 H(
t51
n




2 J + (3.7)
For the case where model~3+6! has a unit root~i+e+, the null hypothesisa 5 1
holds!, the limit distribution ofn~ [an 2 1! was first considered by Dickey and
Fuller ~1979! under the assumption thatXt are i+i+d+ random variables+ Since
then, considerable attention has been focused on weakening the i+i+d+ assump-
tion+ Here we only cite Said and Dickey~1984!, Phillips ~1987!, Hall ~1989!,
and Chan and Tsay~1996!+ In these papers, the unit root distribution is ob-
tained but only for the situation where the error process is a short memory
process, such as an ARMA process+ For similar results, more references can be
found in Phillips and Xiao~1998!, where the authors present a survey of unit
root theory with an emphasis on testing principles and recent developments+
On weakening the assumption of i+i+d+ errors, another important contribution
is made by Sowell~1990!+ By assuming that the error process is a simple frac-
tional process~i+e+, c0 5 1,cj 5 0, j $ 1, and m 5 0 in model~2+1!!, Sowell
~1990! establishes a well-known fractional unit root distribution2 and points
out that the asymptotics in this case significantly differ from those in the case
of short memory errors+ The results of Sowell~1990! have been extended to
nonstationary fractionally integrated processes by Chan and Terrin~1995! and
Tanaka~1999!+ With a Gaussian innovation, Chan and Terrin~1995! study the
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general unstable AR unit root test, which extends those in Chan and Wei~1988!,
Parks and Phillips~1988, 1989!, and Sims et al+ ~1990! to fractional cases+
In Theorem 3+2, which follows, as an application of Theorems 2+1, 2+2, and
3+1, we derive the limit distribution ofn~ [an 2 1! while the error processXt
satisfies~2+1!+ Under quite weak moment conditions, this result provides a uni-
fied treatment of the previously most cited results+ In particular, we point out
that the limit distribution ofn~ [an 2 1! is free to the choice of the weightsck of
the ut in model~2+1! if d 1 m . 0+
THEOREM 3+2+ Let Xt satisfy (2.1) with m$ 0 and yt satisfy model (3.6).
Let Condition A or Condition B hold.
(a) If m $ 1 or m 5 0 and 0 , d , 12
_, then









where Wd,m is defined as in Theorem 3.1.
(b) If m 5 0 and d5 0, then










(c) If m 5 0 and d[ ~2 12
_ ,0!, then










































we can rewriten~ [an 2 1! as
n~ [an 2 1! 5
1
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Becauseyt 5 (j51
t Xj , whereXj satisfy~2+1!, it follows from Theorem 3+1 that
S 1
k~d!n1021d1m


















2 ds, for m$ 1+ (3.14)





2 r 0, in probability+ (3.15)
On the other hand, if m5 0 in ~2+1!, it follows from Lemma 3+3 in the Appen-














Because stationary linear processes are ergodic, by using the stationary ergodic






2 5 M~d,c! , `, a+s+ asn r `+ (3.16)
In particular, we point out thatEX12 5 Ee02 (k50
` ck
2 , ` if d 5 0+ Because
~3+16! implies ~3+15! when m 5 0 and 0, d , 12_ , the relation~3+8! follows
immediately from~3+11!–~3+13!, ~3+15!, ~3+16! and the continuous mapping
theorem+
Similarly, the relation~3+9! and~3+10! follow easily from~3+11!–~3+13!, ~3+16!,
and the fact thatWd,1~s! 5 Wd~s! andW0~s! 5 W~s!+ This completes the proof
of Theorem 3+2+ n
NOTES
1+ A definition can be found later in this section+ For a correction of Sowell’s Theorem 2+2, see
Theorem 2+1+1 of Liu ~1998!+
2+ The fractional Brownian motion used as limiting process is insufficiently defined in Sowell
~1990!+ For a correction of Sowell’s Theorem 3+1, see Marinucci and Robinson~2000!+ Also, it can
be found in Theorem 3+2 which follows+
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APPENDIX: PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2+1 and 2+2
We first give several preliminary lemmas, which are also interesting in their own right+
Let $yj , j 5 0,61, + + + % be a sequence of random variables, $an, k, k 5 0,61,62, + + + % be
a triangular array of constants, andAn2 5 (k52`
` an, k
2 + For reading convenience, we give
the following basic assumptions+
Assumption 1. The sequence$yj
2% is uniformly integrable+
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Assumption 2. E~yj 6Fj21! 5 0, E~yj26Fj21! 5 s2, a+s+, for j 5 0,61, + + + , whereFj is
the s-field of events generated by$ i , i # j % +
Assumption 3. 0 , An , ` for each fixedn $ 1, and asn r `, An r ` and
maxk6an, k60An r 0+








6an, j 2 an, j216 # C+ (A.1)
LEMMA 3 +1+ Let Assumptions 1–4 hold,s (j50
` cj Þ 0, and(j50







cj Ynj rd N~0,1! and sn2 ; An2 b02, (A.2)
where Ynj 5 (k52`
` ankyk2j , sn
2 5 Var~(j50
` cj Ynj !, and b0 5 s (j50
` cj .
Proof. Because(i50





6cj 6 # An2302, n 5 1,2, + + + + (A.3)




cj Ynj 5 (
j50
ln




















cj YnjD; An2 b02+ (A.6)
Note that relation~A+4! also implies that(j50
` cj Ynj is well defined almost surely+
We next give the proofs of~A+4!–~A+6!+ It can be easily shown~cf+ Chow, 1965! that
EYnj




2 , for j 5 0,1,2, + + + + (A.7)
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6cj 6D2 # s2An21+ (A.8)
This implies~A+4! becauseAn r ` from Assumption 3+






2 , wherebnk 5 (
j50
ln
cj an, k1j +


































cj YnjD5 s2Bn2+ (A.11)
Because of~A+9!–~A+11! and Assumptions 1–3, tracing the proof of Lemma 3+1 given









































an, kan, k1j2i +




























an, k~an, k1j2i 2 an, k!
5 Dn1 1 Dn2, say+ (A.13)
In view of Assumptions 3 and 4, we havehn r ` and
6Dn16 # (
6 j2i 6.hn




















Taking account of the following inequality:
max
6 j2i 6#hn
6an, k1j2i 2 an, k6 # (
t52hn
hn
6an, k1t 2 an, k1t216,
maxk6an, k6 5 An0hn2, and Assumption 4, we have
6Dn26 # (
6 j2i 6#hn


























6an, k 2 an, k2165 o~An2!+ (A.15)






2 r 0, i+e+, s
2Bn
2 ; s2 b0
*2 An
2+ (A.16)
Now, ~A+12! follows immediately from~A+16! and







This also completes the proof of Lemma 3+1+ n
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LEMMA 3 +2+ Let ck 5 G~d 1 k!0G~d!G~k 1 1! for k $ 0 and ck 5 0 for k , 0, where
2 12
_ , d , 12
_. Then,






ci1k # C1 max$1, nd%, for d Þ 0; (A.18)






cj2kD2 ; n112dG~12 2d!~t 2 s!112d~11 2d!G~11 d!G~12 d! , (A.20)
for 0 # s , t # 1.
Proof. For the proof of~A+17!, see Theorem 1 in Hosking~1981!+ The proof of~A+18!
follows easily from~A+17!+ By noting G~z 1 1! 5 zG~z! for all z, we have that for 1#
n # k andd [ ~2 12
_ , 12_!,
6cn1k 2 ck6 5 ckS12 ~k 1 n 1 d 2 1! + + + ~k 1 d!~k 1 n! + + + ~k 1 1! D




$~k 1 n!2 2 ~k 1 d!2% # 3Cnkd22,
which implies~A+19!+
To prove~A+20!, let zk, k 5 0,61,62, + + + , be i+i+d+ N~0,1! random variables andYj 5
(k50


























YjD2 5 ES (
j51
@nt#2@ns#
YjD2 ; n112dG~12 2d!~t 2 s!112d~11 2d!G~11 d!G~12 d! ,
where we use the estimate: ~ @nt# 2 @ns# !0n ; t 2 s+ Thus ~A+20! follows+ This also
completes the proof of Lemma 3+2+ n
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LEMMA 3 +3+ Let Xt satisfy (2.1) with m5 0 andcj , j $ 0 satisfy (2.2). If Ee02 , `,
then






cj Zt2j , (A.21)
where ck is as in Lemma 3.2 and Zt 5 (k50
` cket2k.









612 eil 622d 6c~e2il !62 dl , `, (A.22)
wherec~e2il! 5 (k50
` cke
2ikl, in particular, EX12 5 Ee02 (k50
` ck
2 , ` if d 5 0.




` 6cj 6 , `, similar to the proof of Theorem 2 part~a!
given by Hosking~1981!, the power series expansion ofC~z! converges for all6z6 # 1
whend , 12
_ + Thus, if 2 12_ , d ,
1
2
_ , we have
Xt 5 ~12 B!
dc~B!et 5 c~B!~12 B!
det +
Now ~A+21! follows from the binomial expansion of~1 2 z!d ~cf+ Hosking, 1981!+
As is well-known~e+g+, see Hosking, 1981!, $Zt , t $ 1% is a strictly stationary random
sequence with 0 mean+ It follows from Theorem 3+5+3 of Stout~1974, p+ 170! thatXt 5
(j50
` cj Ztj has the same properties asZt + To prove~A+22!, let fz~+! be a spectral density





612 eil 62d, for 2p # l # p+
This, together with the second equality of~A+21! and ~4+4+3! in Brockwell and Davis
~1987, p+ 121!, shows that$Xt % has a spectral densityfX~+! and fX~l! 5 6c~eil!62fZ~l!,
wherec~eil! 5 (k50
` cke
ikl + In terms of(j50

















612 eil62d dl , `+
If d 5 0, the result is obvious sinceX1 5 (k50
` cke1k+ The proof of Lemma 3+3 is
complete+ n
After these preliminaries, we now give the proof of the main results+
Proof of Theorem 2.1. If d 5 0, Xt reduces to summable linear processes+ In this





Xj , Bd~s, t ! 5
1
2
$s112d 1 t 112d 2 6s2 t 6112d%+
In view of part~b! of Lemma 3+3, Xt is a strictly stationary random sequence with zero
mean+ Now, using the usual method in the proof of weak convergence for stationary
random sequence~cf+ Taqqu, 1975, Theorem 2+1!, it suffices to show that
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~i! for each fixedl $ 1 and real constants 0, t1 Þ t2 Þ{{{Þ tl # 1,
t1Vn~t1! 1{{{1 tl Vn~tl ! rd N~0,s12!, (A.23)
wheret1,t2, + + + ,tl are any real constants ands12 5 k2~d!(i, j51
l ti tj Bd~ti , tj !;
~ii ! for somea . 10~1 1 2d!,
ESn
2 5 O~n112d! and E6Sn62a 5 O~~ESn2!a!, (A.24)
whereSn 5 (j51
n Xj +








andck are defined as in Lemma 3+2+ Let mi 5 @nti # , i 5 1, + + + , l+ It follows from ~A+25!
that











cj Ynj , (A.26)































with bn, k 5 (i51
l ti (t51
mi ct2k+








~11 2d!G~11 d!G~12 d! (i, j51
l
ti tj Bd~ti , tj !+ (A.28)
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From Lemma 3+2 ~i+e+, ~A+17!–~A+19!!, on the other hand, we have that ford Þ 0,
max
k
















































# C2 max$1, nd%+ (A.30)
In view of ~A+28!–~A+30!, conditions of Lemma 3+1 hold forbn, k defined in~A+26! and














XjD2 ; Bn2 b02 ; n112dk2~d! (
i, j51
l
ti tj Bd~ti , tj !+ (A.32)
The relation~A+31!, together with~A+26! and ~A+32!, implies ~A+23!+ This completes
the proof of part~i!+












with bn, k 5 (t51







2 ; n112dk2~d!+ (A.33)
Thus the first relation of~A+24! holds+
If 0 , d , 12
_ , the second relation of~A+24! is obvious by lettinga 5 1+ To establish
the second relation of~A+24! for 2 12_ , d , 0, we let 2a 5 ~2 1 d!0~1 1 2d!+ Obvi-
ously, we have thata . 10~1 1 2d! . 1 and E6e062a , ` when d , 0+ By the
Marcinkiewicz–Zygmund inequality~also Burkholder’s inequality; see Hall and Heyde,
1980, p+ 23! and Hölder’s inequality, there exists a constantCa depending only ona
such that for all integersj ands # h,






























Because of~A+33! and~A+34!, it follows from the Fatou lemma that for allj,































2 Da 5 O~~ESn2!a!+











6cj 6E6Ynj 62a 5 O~~ESn2!a!,
which implies the desired result+ This also completes the proof of Theorem 2+1+ n
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We only need to consider the case where2 12
_ , d , 0+ In
this case, becauseek are i+i+d+ random variables withEe0 5 0 andE6e0620~112d! , `, by
applying Komlós, Major, and Tusnády~1975, 1976! ~also see Csörgo˝ and Horváth, 1993
Corollary 1+1!, on a suitable probability space~V,F,P!, we can constructhk, k 5














h2j* 5 o~n1021d!, a+s+ (A.36)
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Let Yt satisfy
~12 B!d Yt 5 ut , ut 5 (
j50
`
cj ht2j , t 5 1,2, + + + ,
where2 12
_ , d , 0 andck satisfies~2+4!+ Becausehk are i+i+d+ N~0,Ee02!, by applying




Yj n Wd~t !+ (A.37)
In view of ~A+37! and Theorem 1+4+1 of Billingsley ~1968!, to prove Theorem 2+ , it









Yj* 5 oP~n1021d!, (A.38)
whereoP~+! denotes convergence in probability+










































































Clearly, ~A+38! follows if
max
1#m#n
6Ajnm 6 5 oP~n1021d!, for j 5 1,2,3,4+ (A.40)
We next prove~A+40!+ Write
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By noting c0 5 0 and6ck6 # Ckd21 for k $ 1 ~see Lemma 3+2!, it can be easily shown
that for all l $ s $ 0 andj $ 1,




2 D102 # C1 min$1, l d2102%+
Therefore, it follows that
E max
1#m#n










Similarly, we obtain that
E max
1#m#n










In view of ~2+4!, ~A+41!, ~A+42!, andd , 0, Markov’s inequity implies that~A+40! holds
for j 5 1 andj 5 4+
On the other hand, it follows from ~A+35! and~A+36! that
max
1#m#n












# C S max
1#m#n*(j51
m
~ej 2 hj !*1 max0#k#n*(j50
2k
~e2j 2 h2j !*D
5 o~n1021d!, a+s+
This implies that~A+40! holds for j 5 2+
We now prove~A+40! for j 5 3+ For convenience, write Sk 5 (i50



















ck2s~Sk21 2 Sk2m21!+ (A.43)

























m , say+ (A.44)
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6 I1nsm 6 # C (
k5n22n
n221
~k 2 n!d21 max
0#k#n2
6Sk6





6 I2nsm 6 5 o~n1021d!, a+s+ (A.46)
On the other hand, by applying Lemma 3+2, we know that~noting m # k 2 s!
6ck112s 2 ck111m2s6 # Cm~k 2 s!d22+




6 I3nsm 6 # Cn (
k52n
n2
~k 2 n!d22k1021d 5 o~n1021d!, a+s+ (A.47)
In view of ~A+43!–~A+47!, we have that
max
1#m#n
6A3nm 6 # max1#m#n
0#s#n




This implies~A+40! for j 5 3+ This also completes the proof of Theorem 2+2+ n
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